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Hostile foreign actors are upgrading their suite of cyber tools along a hybrid war spectrum
that  deny critical  infrastructure and industries but  also seek to disrupt  human systems.
These grey-zone activities [1] occur with little or no warning below the threshold of armed
conflict. While the strength of communication systems is a relatively well-studied domain,
this is less true of social systems.

Our work studies the resilience of information and social systems in contested environments,
using  a  blend  of  modern  Artificial  Intelligence  and  psycholinguistics. We  analysed  the
discussions on online social mediums around controversial topics [2] – exactly the type of
topics susceptible to information and influence operations. We followed topical Australian
conversations – more than 17 Million tweets centred around the Australian 2019 election, the
Q+A talk  show, and political  issues like StopAdani  and ClimateChange. We studied the
societal responses in the face of disinformation spread by developing tools that combine
Network analysis,  Machine Learning and Artificial  intelligence with two main goals: a)  to
measure the societal response, and b) to understand the flow and spread of disinformation,
widely  used  in  influence  operations.  We found  evidence  that  defined  groups  wielded  a
constant  barrage  of  information,  whose  timing  and  linguistic  patterns  are  indicative  of
coordinated  non-organic  actions.  We  also  quantified  emotions,  grievances,  and  other
psycholinguistic variables to create a measure of community resilience to such actions that
can act as a societal barometer.

Our tools and research can support existing information warfare capabilities, by measuring
the resilience of  human systems to  influence operations  [3],  and  provide the means to
construct  counternarratives.  Our  technology  can  be  readily  integrated  by  the  Australian
Defence Force and other government agencies to support information warfare capabilities to
monitor,  detect  and  counter  influence  operations,  defend  contested  information
environments,  and  support  community  resilience  during  bushfires  and  other  natural
disasters.
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